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PURPOSE 
To raise the level of awareness between team members. By sharing 

one thing they bring—their “gift”—and what specifically they need 

from the team to be successful, the team can make sure they are 

leveraging each member’s strengths and addressing an “ask.”

BACKGROUND & SET UP
This exercise can be used as a warm-up or ice-breaker. Before describing the purpose of 

the exercise, the leader or facilitator should post two flip chart pages on a wall or write two 

headings on a whiteboard. The headings are “Gifts” and “Need.”

Introduce the exercise as, “an opportunity for us to learn more about each 

other, specifically what we each feel we bring to this team that helps drive 

business impact, as well as what we each need from this team for us to be 

successful.” 

After describing the purpose, hand out post-it notes/markers and instruct 

the team to write down on separate Post-its one thing they bring to the 

team that they feel helps drive business impact, and one thing they need 

from the team that would help them be successful. 

Remind them to use separate post-it notes for each answer. 

Have each team member come up to the wall and add their post-its to the 

two categories, reading aloud their responses as they place the post-its. 

TIME NEEDED  
(approx. 45 minutes for a 
10 person team)
5 minute introduction

5 minute prep 

3 minutes per person sharing 

‘gifts’ and ‘needs’  

10 minute feedback and wrap

MATERIALS
Flip chart or whiteboard 

Post-it notes 

Pens/markers
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Next, point out to the team that there may be “gifts” team members have 

to bring that the team is not taking advantage of, and encourage them 

to keep this in mind as they go forward in their work beyond the current 

meeting. 

If you have more time you can open a discussion, asking the team if they 

are taking full advantage of what each member brings, or how they might 

better help members get their needs met. Whenever possible, tie these 

discussions back to the business or your team’s performance metrics.
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